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Indian magician Chanchal Lahiri 

drowns attempting Houdini trick 

BBC News - 18 June 2019 

 

An Indian 

magician who was 

lowered into a 

river while 

shackled in a bid to recreate Harry 

Houdini's world-famous trick has drowned, 

police confirmed. 

 

Chanchal Lahiri was meant to escape and 

swim to safety but did not emerge from 

the Hooghly river in West Bengal state. 

Crowds who watched him take the plunge 

on Sunday alerted the police, who then 

launched a search operation. 



His body, which washed up some 1km (0.6 

miles) from the site of the incident, was 

identified late on Monday. 

Mr. Lahiri, also 

known as 

Mandrake, was 

lowered into the 

river from a boat 

for his trick. 

He was shackled with six locks and a chain 

as spectators on two boats watched him. 

Several people had also gathered by the 

shore and some stood on the landmark 

Howrah Bridge in Kolkata (formerly 

Calcutta). 

According to the Press Trust of India, the 

crowd started to panic after Mr. Lahiri did 

not appear after more than 10 minutes. 

Jayanta Shaw, a photographer with a local 

newspaper, witnessed Mr. Lahiri attempting 

the trick. He told the BBC that he spoke to 

him before the magician started his act. 

 

"I asked him why he risked his life for 

magic," Mr. Shaw said. "He [Mr. Lahiri] 

smiled and said, 'If I do it right, it's magic. If 

I make a mistake, it becomes tragic.'" 

The magician told him that he wanted to do 

this trick in order "to revive interest in 

magic". 

 

 

This is not the first time that Mr. Lahiri had 

attempted a risky underwater trick. 

He was lowered into the same river inside a 

glass box more than 20 years ago but had 

managed to escape to safety.  Mr. Shaw 

had also witnessed Mr. Lahiri's previous 

underwater trick. He tried another stunt on 

the same river about six years ago, but after 

spectators saw him escape from a door in 

the cage, they beat him, according to the 

news agency.  

 

"I never thought he would not come out of 

the water this time," he said. 

According to 

Press Trust of 

India, Mr. Lahiri 

had sought 

permission from 

the Kolkata 

Police and Kolkata Port Trust before 

performing his trick. 

 

However, he did not mention that the trick 

would have a "connection with water", said 

police. 

 

"He had mentioned the act was to happen in 

a boat or vessel... hence we allowed him 

permission. He vaguely mentioned an 'extra 

act' which we did not clarify," said a police 

officer who was not identified. "We are 

investigating." 



Sadly, I don’t remember who it was, but a 

while back a magician passed on while doing 

an escape. In posting about it I was told, 

(Paraphrased) “Don’t give me any crap about a 

magician not being able to do escapes. “ My 

point which was not taken was that escape 

artists look in places and at details magicians 

don’t.  A magician may practice and rehearse 

their moves till they can’t get it wrong; fine 

and dandy. But escape artists know to look for 

what unforeseen could happen, and even that 

is not 100%. 

So now it has happened again.  Chanchal Lahiri 

was found washed up on the shore after a 

failed water escape that he said was patterned 

after the work of Houdini. I will not and don’t 

wish to be thought of as making fun of this 

fellow, but the warnings are out there if one 

chooses to look for and see them.  Many have 

been printed in this newsletter, or are to be 

found in the video section of the TIES website.    

In one part of my (shameless plug) book that I 

hope to publish soon states, “If you want to be 

an escape artist, my best 

advice is don’t. Or, if you 

must, them seek out the help 

of a successful one.”  The 

successful one’s are still alive 

and still performing. 

So what might have gone wrong for poor 

Chanchal? 

Harley Newman suggests he might have 

breathed in water through his nose and then 

panicked.  That is certainly believable.   

Another possibility is that since it was a 

polluted river with a strong current, he may 

have been hit with a foreign object in the 

water.  Might have hit him and injured him, it 

might have entangled him  also.   

A close examination of the video shows the 

restraints that might have looked good to a lay 

audience, but really weren’t much of a real 

restraint or challenge to escape from.  That 

alone suggest he was likely done in by an 

outside problem of some sort.  Even the 

inevitable autopsy may not show what 

happened beyond “He drowned.” 

Steve Baker once told me that before a bridge 

jump, he would very quietly visit the site a day 

or two before, and wearing a diving mask, he 

would swim down to examine the river bed 

for debris, or any other hazards. 



He would feel the current 

of the river, and decide if it 

was a safe location.  He told 

the story that despite that, 

he once jumped off a 

bridge and landed inside a 

stack of truck tires that 

someone had  illegally 

dumped off  the bridge after he had checked.  

The tires did not bother him or hinder his 

escape, but it is a prime 

example of Murphy and 

his law  strongly working 

on the job. 

There was a conversation 

some years ago on the 

Magic Café  about a “young” escape artist that 

wanted to do an upside down straitjacket 

escape from a burring rope.  Doing such a thing 

may look like an off the cuff decision, but it had 

better be well prepared.  For example, if you 

have to ask how long it will take for the rope to 

burn through, you probably are not ready for 

that one yet. 

David Straitjacket put it very well back in 2002 

when he said… 

 

 

You are probably better off doing all the 

research yourself for this. I only say that because 

I spent a year doing it myself and the time spent 

learning I feel left me with a deep understanding 

of the safety precautions that are necessary. A 

couple of points though:  

 

1) The rope is GIMMICKED! Make sure it will not 

burn through. The stuff I have found will survive 

an hour at hundreds of degrees with over a ton 

of weight safely hanging from it.  

 

2) Get the leg security correct. I use bungee 

equipment for this.  

 

3) Think about the little things. Will the burning 

fuel drip on me and set the straitjacket on fire 

for instance? Will it burn through the bungee 

straps and send me plummeting?  

 

4) Be aware that the wind will swing you in all 

directions and round and round. The higher you 

go the more wind! Be aware of potential head/

body injuries from hitting the crane. Also 

practise before you do it in public. Just  



 

This is the part of The Chainletter where the 

editor begs for you to give 

him some 

material to 

publish.  No 

idea what to 

write?   

Well, How about… 

 Your first escape. 

 How did you learn to escape?          

  Your creative process. 

 Your last escape.       

 Who is your hero? Why? 

 What makes a good escape.          

 Your escape bio.     

 An escape you saw on TV. 

 An escape you saw live. 

 Anything escape related. 

 

because you can do the escape on the 

ground really easily does not mean you 

can do it just as well while 100ft up in a 

high wind and with an unexpected panic!  

Try it hanging low from something you 

trust to hold you and get friends to spin 

you and push you in all directions. This 

might need to be quite violently done to 

simulate the real thing.  

 

4) Insurance, a BIG problem. I get the 

crane company to cover all of their 

insurance. They can get what they need a 

lot more cheaply than you can. Then I just 

need to cover me, my equipment and 

whatever crew I need.  

 

Spend a LONG time researching every 

aspect by yourself. DO NOT trust any 

opinion without verifying it yourself. Even 

everything above should be checked. It is 

your responsibility. There are more dead 

escape artists than famous ones.  

Obviously Mr. Lahiri was doing a water 

stunt and not a straitjacket escape, but 

David has done a fine job of fleshing out 

the kind of details we need to worry about.  

Stay safe everybody.  Plan, plan again, 

and plan some more.  Second guess 

everything and don’t be afraid to bounce 

your ideas off someone else who may 

see what you missed!  Break a Chain! 



He was a member of the Magic Circle of 

London, Magic Castle of California, New 

England Magic Collector's Association, Society 

of American Magicians, International 

Brotherhood of Magicians, International 

Escape Artists and the elite FFFF (Fechter's 

Finger-Flicking Frolic).   On May 23, 2011, he 

received his very own Ripley's “Believe It Or 

Not!” cartoon for the fastest escape from 

handcuffs underwater.  He was, also, a former 

member of the Friars Club in New York. 

He was a former personality (Tommy J) on 

local radio and announcer for the former 

Newport Grand Jai Alai. 

 

Among his other life time 

achievements, he was an 

accomplished ten pin 

bowler, an avid duck pin 

bowler and member of 

the National Duckpin Association, as well as, 

author of several books on magic and non-

magic related.  

Thomas J. Carrier A.K.A. Thomas Blacke 

September 24, 1965—April 25, 2019 

Age 53 

"Thomas and Eloise just celebrated their 25th 

wedding anniversary.  He is, also, survived by 

brothers-in-law, Maurice Lauzier and his wife 

Helen and Michele Lauzier, along with a 

nephew, nieces, great-nieces and one great, 

great niece.  He will, also, be missed by his 

beloved pets Merlin "Melvin" and Hobo 

"Floppy".  He is a graduate of Our Lady of 

Providence Seminary High School and received 

a Bachelor's Degree in Communications and 

Political Science from Rhode Island College. 

Thomas had a multi-faceted career and life.  

First and foremost, he was an extraordinary 

entertainer, including magic, escapes, 

pickpocketing, mentalism and hypnotism 

performing around the world.  He was 

featured in numerous periodicals, news and 

television shows around the country.  He was 

nominated for Lecturer of the Year at the 

prestigious Magic Castle.  The Harvey Award 

was bestowed upon him by the Invisible Lodge 

and he held numerous world records, one of 

which is on permanent 

display at the Guinness 

World Record Museum in 

Niagara Falls, Canada.  



He was a Freemason 

including being a Past 

Worshipful Master of 

Daylight Lodge, Thrice 

Illustrious Master of 

Council, Excellent High 

Priest of Chapter and Commander of the local 

chapter of the Swords of Bunker Hill and 

National Quartermaster for the Swords. 

He studied various martial arts throughout his 

life.  He held a black belt in Tsuyoi Tora Ryu Ju 

Jitsu and was a trained Reiki II Therapist. 

 

Thomas had a thirst and 

love for learning new skills 

anxiously awaiting to test 

run them on his wife, once 

perfected.  He was, also, well known for making 

the fastest balloon dog which can be attested to 

by numerous wait staff at local restaurants he 

and his wife frequented.  He always had a 

"pocket full of magic". He was a generous and 

loving soul and will be missed dearly. 

 

Editor’s note: While the obituary above does a 

good job of painting a picture of a well rounded 

man, it does not 

mention some of the 

things he is known for in 

the escape world. 

Tom was the only one 

trusted by Norman 

Bigelow to do two 

things,.   

 

He took over publishing the “Escape Masters” 

magazine which Norman had created.  Second 

he was selected to be the custodian of 

Norman’s “Doors of Death” escape machine.  

What will happen to the doors of death I cannot 

say, but I do hope that Tom’s  widow either  

destroys it, or else gives it to someone who truly 

understands what it is all 

about.  A good example of 

why would be, “I personally 

don’t want it as I might be 

tempted to actually use it.” 

That machine is extremely 

dangerous evidenced by the 

fact that Norman who 

created it and knew it well, 

got stabbed by it rather 

badly at least once. 

Another of Tom’s accomplishments was to 

speak at the Hollywood Magic Castle.  He gave a 

lecture on Escapes, and managed to get a group 

of middle aged and elderly sleight of hand men 

to buy out his stock of lock picks.  I can well 

imagine them all gathering dust at their houses 

right now. 

Tom participated in two of the four Worldwide 

Escape Artist Relays, making him a WEARior in 

good standing. 

He came to the Cannon’s escape Artist 

conventions both to participate in the festivities 

and to tout “Escape Masters” magazine. 

Rest in Peace Tom... 



How many of you have heard of something 

called the Drake equation?  Well, it looks 

like this… 

Dr. Frank Drake decided to 

make an estimate of how 

many alien civilizations 

might be out there waiting 

for us to contact them, or 

maybe on the way to look 

for us.  Given that the size of the Milky Way 

Galaxy is too large for most humans to 

imagine, the original answer back in 1961 

came out to be between 1,000 and 

100,00,000.  That range is both ridiculous 

and vague, and yet it makes one thing 

clear.  The chances of Earth being the only 

source of life in our galaxy is really not 

going to be true.  There is life out there 

somewhere. If anyone cares to discuss with 

me, or argue any of that feel free, but we’ll 

do it “off line” as extra-terrestrial life is not 

really in the scope of this e-newsletter. 

Live & Locked Padlock x1 

£40.00 (Today $51 in  U.S.) 

 

Live and Locked? As seen 

on a recent Live TV show! 

1 Padlock  with 2 keys 

A must have for all 

escapologists, We wanted a 

failsafe lock that could be 

handed out to the public so that it could be fully 

examined, once it’s locked it’s locked. As with 

previous padlocks there are no push buttons, 

gimmicks and neither do they rely on any gravity 

type of  

mechanism. This ensures that a spectator will 

not open it with their hands. 

Each padlock can be fully examined. If you 

purchase more than 1 then each padlock has a 

different key and this can be confirmed by 

swapping the keys and they will not open the 

lock. Any of the padlocks can be selected and 

used for your escape yet you are able to pick it 

open within seconds. These do not rely on any 

gravity type mechanism so it does not matter 

how they are put on. 

Alternatively a single 

padlock can be used 

with two keys that 

open it. Again the 

lock can be examined 

but opened in 

seconds. No lock 

picking skills 

are necessary!" 



Now, imagine this.  The 

Escape Artist has gone 

onstage to perform the 

assistant’s revenge; 

Metamorphosis would work 

too.   The performer has 

done the rituals that S. Rob 

suggests, and then performs the effect.  Instead 

of his assistant popping out  from the 

apparatus, out comes an alien and then comes 

a piece of performance art in which the 

abducted alien is not forced to do the 

performer’s will.   

Done right I could 

see this making an 

entertaining piece 

for a scientist, 

astronomer or 

necromancer type 

act. 

As usual, S. Rob starts out with his simple Kellar 

tie escape, but points out that any escape may 

be used at the performer’s discretion.  We also 

start out with the warning of safety.  Mr. Rob 

goes on to tell the story of his personal escape 

from being kidnapped, that was related a few 

months back in this newsletter. 

Now I do not claim to understand Mr. Rob’s 

process.  I cannot claim to imagine how he 

figures out his rituals, but he does. 

It turns out there are 

several different 

types of Aliens you 

can summon and 

each has their own 

skill set.   Enjoy , and 

happy 

summoning! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is good to see a new company starting up to 

create, manufacture and sell escape equipment.  

So far they have a straitjacket, a lock, and soon, 

a second lock and a quick release type 

handcuff. Break a Chain! 



 

 

 


